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Online annex for “Testing the cognitive limits of large language 
models” 

This annex provides the prompts and answers given by GPT-4 to Cheryl’s birthday puzzle. Exhibits A1 to 
A3 report the prompts and answers to the original wording of the puzzle, copied from the puzzle’s 
Wikipedia page. Exhibits A4 to A6 report the output from the modified version of the puzzle with dates 
given in Graph 3, and with the names of the characters changed. Cheryl becomes Jonnie, Albert becomes 
John and Bernard becomes Jon. 

We did not explore how far prompt engineering or “chain of thought” prompts could improve the 
answers.1 Prompt engineering has been shown to improve the capabilities of large language models 
(LLMs). Similarly, adding: “Take a deep breath and work on this problem step by step”,2 can sometimes 
provide gains when solving mathematical questions in LLMs. Nor did we experiment with the temperature3 
that controls the amount of randomness in the provided answer. These methods are all tools that could 
possibly enhance the capabilities of LLMs as “co-pilots”. The purpose of our experiment was more limited 
– namely, to see whether the current generation of LLMs can deliver a reliable argument and answer. 
Analysing LLMs’ co-pilot capabilities would be of interest but is outside the scope of this bulletin.   

Modifying the prompt, creating a valid chain of thought, picking the right temperature or giving 
feedback certainly helps the human user interacting with the LLM to learn how to get the answer they seek 
faster, much like a teacher interacting with a pupil in which the teacher learns how to be a better teacher, 
by finding the method that elicits the correct answer more often.  

Real-life questions are open-ended and a (series of) prompts cannot summarise all the necessary 
information; we would only realise that a question is incomplete as we tried to answer it. We will then seek 
other sources of information before attempting to answer it more fully. GPT-4 lacks self-awareness of its 
ignorance and would always provide an answer – even when there is no answer (or there is no answer 
available because of past mistakes). For these reasons, prompt engineering does not address the main 
lesson from our experiment – namely, that the puzzle using the original wording generated flawless 
answers, while incidental changes elicited answers that were seriously flawed. 

 
1  arxiv.org/pdf/2201.11903.pdf. 
2  arxiv.org/pdf/2309.03409.pdf. 
3  algowriting.medium.com/gpt-3-temperature-setting-101-41200ff0d0be. 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2201.11903.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2309.03409.pdf
https://algowriting.medium.com/gpt-3-temperature-setting-101-41200ff0d0be
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Cheryl’s birthday Exhibit A1 
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Cheryl’s birthday Exhibit A2 
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Cheryl’s birthday Exhibit A3 
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Jonnie’s birthday on 16 April  Exhibit A4 
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Jonnie’s birthday on 16 April  Exhibit A5 
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Jonnie’s birthday on 16 April  Exhibit A6 
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